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Abstract 

Persuasion Support Systems (PSS) for health behavior change can play an important role in 

promoting health and well-being through physical activity. It is an emerging application at the 

crossroad between information systems, persuasion, and healthcare. We propose an ontology to 

systematically and systemically describe the construct of PSS for health behavior change. The 

ontology deconstructs the construct into its constituent dimensions and elements, and assembles 

them into a complete, parsimonious description of the same. We then map the corpus of 

literature on PSS for health behavior change through physical activity onto the ontology. The 

resulting ontological map highlights the research topics that are highly- and lightly-emphasized, 

as well as those with little or no emphasis. It illuminates the landscape of research in the corpus; 

it highlights biases in emphases that can help and hinder the advancement of the corpus. It can be 

used to develop a roadmap for future research.  

Introduction 

Physical activity, fitness, and an active lifestyle are important for the well-being of people young 

and old, whether they are healthy or having a chronic disease. Moreover, health behavior change, 

like having regular physical activity, plays an important role in the management of chronic 

diseases and the prevention of chronic medical conditions. An important objective of healthcare 

management is to persuade patients and other consumers to undertake targeted behaviors, like 

physical activity, to improve their health and well-being.  

Information technology is billed as a primary driver for improving the welfare and healthcare of 

aging societies [1,2]. With advances in information technology, information systems can be used 

to interactively persuade people to modify their physical activity in desirable ways. Many 
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previous studies have shown the effectiveness of information systems for behavior modification 

[3-6]. Computer-mediated lifestyle modification through persuasion and according to the 

consumers’ needs has been identified as one of the strategies of health behavior change [7]. The 

persuasion can be through tailoring [8-11], communicating better through dialogue support [12-

14], and providing social support [15,16]. Such information systems may be called persuasion 

support systems (PSS) for health behavior change. 

While the literature on PSS for health behavior change through physical activity and other means 

(for example, medication management) is proliferating, there is not a systemic framework to 

systematically assess and guide the research. In the absence of such a framework there is a 

significant risk of bias in the topics researched. Some topics may be heavily emphasized because 

they are (a) important, (b) in fashion, or (c) convenient for research. On the other hand, some 

topics may be lightly emphasized because they are (a) unimportant, (b) not in fashion, or (c) 

inconvenient for research. In addition, there may be topics which have been simply overlooked 

or are infeasible. These biases can help and hinder the advancement of PSS for health behavior 

change [17]. They could rapidly advance the domain if the chosen research topics are correct; 

they could also significantly retard the domain if the topics are incorrect. 

In the following, we present an ontological framework for PSS for health behavior change 

construct. We apply the ontology to map the literature on information systems support for health 

behavior change through physical activity. We derive the framework by logically deconstructing 

the construct. We then map the key research articles in the corpus of research onto the ontology 

to highlight the areas of heavy emphasis, light emphasis, and no emphasis. From the mapping, 

we (a) paraphrase the themes of research in the domain, and (b) highlight some key themes 

which have not been addressed in the research. Subsequently, we discuss some possible 
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explanations of the biases in inclusion as well as exclusion of topics. Last, we conclude with an 

agenda for future research on the construct. 

Ontology of PSS for Health Behavior Change 

The ontology represents our conceptualization of the domain [18]. It is an “explicit specification 

of [our] conceptualization,” [19, p. 908] and can be used to systematize the description of the 

complexity of information systems providing support for persuading health behavior change 

[20]. The ontology organizes the terminologies and taxonomies of the domain. “Our acceptance 

of [the] ontology is… similar in principle to our acceptance of a scientific theory, say a system of 

physics; we adopt, at least insofar as we are reasonable, the simplest conceptual scheme into 

which the disordered fragments of raw experience can be fitted and arranged.” [21, p. 16] 

The challenge is to construct an ontology which is a logical, parsimonious, and a complete 

description of PSS for health behavior change. It has to be logical in the deconstruction of the 

domain, and parsimonious yet complete in the representation of the domain. It has to be a closed 

description of PSS for health behavior change. An existing framework for persuasive systems 

design [22] was used as a basis for constructing the ontology. The framework is based on an 

extensive review of the past frameworks and literature. Fogg [23] also identified that computers 

can play roles as tool, media and social actor for persuasion.  

In this paper, we deconstruct PSS for health behavior change into: (a) information systems 

support for persuasion, (b) the role of persuasion, and (c) the objectives of healthcare. These 

three are the basic dimensions of the ontology. The underlying argument is that healthy lifestyle 

and overall improvement in healthcare can be achieved by using information systems support to 
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persuade people to adopt healthy behaviors. The argument can be expressed as: health behavioral 

change is a function of information systems support and persuasion. Thus: 

Health behavior change = f (Information Systems Support + Persuasion)  

Information systems support can aid persuasion in four basic ways. They are through: (a) 

structuring the task, (b) dialog support, (c) systemic support, and (d) social support [22]. These 

four constitute the sub-dimensions of the Information Systems Support dimension. They should 

be implemented in various features of PSS. Thus: 

Information Systems Support = Task Structuring + Dialog Support + System 

Support + Social Support 

Further, based on the literature, each of the four types of support can be expressed in many ways 

in a system. For example: (a) task structuring can be through reduction, tunneling, tailoring, etc., 

and (b) social support can be through recognition, facilitation, competition, etc. [22] The many 

ways of expression of each type of support can be represented by a taxonomy of corresponding 

functions derived from the literature and practice. A PSS may have one or more functions of 

each type. Thus: 

Task Structuring ⊂ [Reduction, Tunneling, Tailoring, Personalization, Self-

monitoring, Simulation, Rehearsal] 

Dialog Support ⊂ [Suggestion, Similarity, Praise, Rewards, Liking, Reminders, 

Support] 

System Support ⊂ [Expertise, Verifiability, Surface Credibility, Real-World Feel, 

Trustworthiness, Authority, Endorsements] 
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Social Support ⊂ [Recognition, Facilitation, Cooperation, Competition, Learning, 

Comparison, Influence] 

Persuasion is a product of actions intended to reinforce, modify, and change which are focused 

on knowledge, attitude, and behavior of the person. Transtheoretical model [24] indicates that 

there are different stages of behavior change, precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, 

action and maintenance. In the precontemplation and contemplation stage, there is a need to 

change the behavior and persuasion is to encourage the change. In action stage people need to 

modify their behavior and in maintenance stage it is to ensure that the person continue the 

behavior that is adopted and reinforcement is needed. Knowledge, attitude and behavior have 

been the essential focus in health promotion and these perspectives have been studied widely 

[25]. Therefore, persuasion can be represented as follows: 

Persuasion = Action + Focus 

Action ⊂ [Reinforce, Modify, Change] 

Focus ⊂ [Knowledge, Attitude, Behavior] 

Last, the objectives of healthcare are its quality, safety, cost, and parity [26,27]. 

Health ⊂ [Quality, Safety, Cost, Parity] 

We present the three dimensions with the six sub-dimensions (four of Support and two of 

Persuasion) pictorially as an ontology of Persuasion Support Systems (PSS) for Health Behavior 

Change in Figure I. The terms in the ontology are defined in the glossary in Appendix A. 

The ontology helps visualize the dimensions, sub-dimensions, elements, and components of PSS 

for health behavior change systematically and systemically in natural English. Each dimension is 
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represented by a single column (Health) or a combination of columns (four for Information 

System Support, two for Persuasion). The taxonomy of elements constituting each 

dimension/sub-dimension is listed in the respective column. All the elements together constitute 

the elements of the system. The columns are connected by adjacent words/phrases—they help 

concatenate the elements from different columns into phrases/sentences which describe the 

fragments/components which constitute the system. Thus for example: (a) social recognition to 

reinforce knowledge to manage cost of care can be a fragment of a system, and (b) task reduction 

with interactive similarity, system authority, social influence to modify health behavior to 

manage quality of care can be a component of a system. There are (7*7*7*7*3*3*4 = 86,436) 

potential components of the system encapsulated in the ontology. The ontology encapsulates the 

combinatorial complexity of information systems support for persuading health behavior change. 

Figure I 

 

Validity of the Ontology 

The validity of the ontology can be determined “based on questions generated from earlier-stated 

definitions of an ontology: How explicit is the conceptualization? How logical is the 

conceptualization? How specific is the conceptualization? How systematic is the description? 

And how systemic is the description?” [28] In the context of the PSS for health behavior change 

construct, one may ask: Are the dimensions basic to the domain? Are the taxonomies basic to the 
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dimensions? Are the concatenations basic to the domain? We address these questions using the 

concepts commonly used in social science research: face validity, content validity, systemic 

validity, and external validity [29,30]. 

The ontology is logically derived as described earlier. It explicates the underlying logic. In a 

way, it is a novel reorganization and representation of traditional knowledge from multiple 

disciplines as synthesized by Oinas-Kukkonen, Harjumaa [22]. Thus, it derives part of its 

validity from that of the knowledge in the underlying disciplines. 

It comprehensively describes PSS for health behavior change using structured natural English 

understandable to a lay reader. It deconstructs the combinatorial complexity of a complex 

construct and presents it visually as an easily readable, parsimonious text-table [31]. Listing all 

the 86,436 components would run into many pages. The ontology encapsulates them in a 

readable form in less than half a page. Its face validity is high.  

Each logical component of PSS for health behavior change derived from the ontology is 

semantically meaningful as illustrated above; thus, its semantic validity is high. It is easy to 

ascertain whether a component is instantiated or not. Obversely, it is also easy to ascertain the 

component that matches an instantiation. 

Its dimensions are based on the common frameworks of information systems, persuasion 

support, and healthcare. The dimension taxonomies include all the basic categories in the 

common body of knowledge in the respective disciplines. Thus, the content validity of the 

dimensions, the taxonomies, and the large number of consequent components is high.  

Further, the ontology encapsulates all the possible components of a PSS for health behavior 

change. It has high systemic validity. 
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Ontological Review 

We conducted an exhaustive review of published articles on PSS for health behavior change 

through physical activity. The review team included 4 researchers, namely: a research assistant, 

two information system academics, and a health informatician. The review was conducted in 

November 2014. The review team met regularly to ensure that the articles selected were 

appropriate and complete based on a set of inclusion-exclusion criteria. The following is a 

detailed description of the process as shown in Figure II which is based on the PRISMA 

statement for reporting systematic reviews and meta-analyses [32]. 

Data Sources and Search Strategy 

The articles selected had to examine a computer-based intervention aimed at promoting healthy 

physical activity as a means of preventing potentially chronic diseases in healthy adults. The 

platform for these interventions could be a static or mobile computing device, and delivery could 

be via an application or a browser. The search terms were used to identify potential studies in 

three databases: PubMed, PsychInfo and Web of Science. These databases cover the domain 

comprehensively.  

To retrieve relevant articles on physical activity, the following search terms were used: (exercise 

OR motor activity OR sports OR leisure activities) OR (physical* AND active) OR (physical* 

AND activity) OR (physical* AND activities) OR exercis* OR walking OR cycling OR sport* 

OR leisure activit* AND (education OR behavior OR behavio* OR education) AND (tailored 

OR tailoring OR tailor* OR expert system). For the delivery platform, the following search terms 

were added: (web* OR computer* OR internet* OR online OR mobile OR mHealth OR digital 

OR technology). We focused on persuasive systems design as a criterion to analyze the data; 

however, it does not explicitly specified in the search terms. The results are summarized in 
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Figure II. PubMed yielded 1,188 articles, PsychInfo 13,577, and Web of Science 30,811. After 

excluding articles not related to web or mobile technologies, 79, 262, and 640 articles 

respectively were retained. 

Figure II 

 

Selection and Exclusion of Studies 

The selection process is shown in Figure II. At the first stage, duplicates and some unrelated 

articles were eliminated based on titles. A total of 173 articles were included in further screening. 

Review, theoretical, and non-English articles were removed from the dataset. Review articles 

were excluded as they overlapped with original articles on which the reviews were based. 

Articles discussing only the theoretical framework were excluded due to lack of information of 

an actual application of PSS. The exclusions were done in two stages. First, exclusions based on 
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abstracts resulted in 61 articles. Next, exclusions based on full-texts resulted in a final set of 38 

articles. 

Data Extraction and Coding 

Detailed information was extracted only for articles that met the aforementioned criteria for 

inclusion. An Excel spreadsheet was prepared with information of the final 38 articles for 

coding. Initially, two of the researchers independently coded the articles based on the full-texts. 

Each coder identified representative sample of text relevant to one or more elements of PSS for 

health behavior change in each article and mapped it to the ontology. After the round of 

individual coding, the two coders discussed the discrepancies in their coding and arrived at a 

consensus for the final coding. All coding adhered strictly to the glossary shown in Appendix A. 

The coding by definition is interpretive, based on the semantic interpretation of the text of the 

article and the glossary by coders knowledgeable about the domain. Its intent was to obtain 

consensus among the coders through feedback about differences, learning, and (re)interpretation 

of each article. As such, it is subjective and semantic coding by people, and not objective and 

syntactic coding by machines or machine-like coders. For these reasons, aggregate measures 

such as inter-coder reliability (in contrast to article-level similarities and differences) were not 

considered relevant.  

Results 

The ontological map of monads—individual elements in the ontology—is shown in Figure III. 

The bar below the category is a visual indicator of the same scaled to the maximum number of 

occurrences of any one category. The visualization in Figure III clearly highlights the areas of 

emphases, limited, emphasis, and no emphasis. The map is discussed in detail below. 
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Figure III 

 

Ontological Map 

The ontological map highlights the ‘bright’ spots (high frequency), ‘light’ spots (low frequency), 

and the ‘blind/blank’ spots (no frequency) elements in the corpus. In the following, we will 

analyze the results—the luminosity of each element—with reference to each dimension of the 

ontology sequentially. (Notes: (1) We will capitalize the words that refer to the dimensions and 

elements in the ontology, except in describing components. (2) The number in parentheses 

adjacent to the category indicates its frequency of occurrence in the 38 articles.) Later, the results 

from the cluster analysis highlight the dominant and not so dominant components—combination 

of elements across the dimensions. 

Task 

Task support features are commonly present in almost all reviewed articles. Tailoring (31) and 

Tunneling (27) are most frequent, followed by Reduction (22), and Self-monitoring (22). 

Tailoring was present in the majority of the articles and can be grouped into two types. First, 

tailoring the program after goal setting—that is allowing the users to choose the options after 

giving them the available information. Second, after profiling them based on a questionnaire. For 

example: “after …a short questionnaire… [participants] immediately received personalized 
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physical activity advice on their screen” [33], individual-tailored physical activities “complete a 

brief survey and immediately receive computer-tailored advice based on their answers” [34], and 

“the tailored intervention consisted of ‘physical activity advice’ and an ‘action plan’” [35]. 

Reduction and Tunneling features are incorporated when Tailoring intervention has been 

provided as tailored information or providing an activity would reduce user effort and bring them 

to the targeted behavior. Tailoring to the user group is more common than Personalization (5). 

Simulation (8) and Rehearsal (1) are rarely mentioned. 

Dialog 

Reminders (29) is the most frequent feature in the corpus followed by Suggestion (20) and Praise 

(17). Email and SMS reminders are the most common forms of reminders. Support (6), 

Similarity (2), and Rewards (1) were mentioned infrequently; Liking (0) was not mentioned at 

all. 

In the reviewed articles, suggestion features are presented as “coached to set useful and realistic 

goals” [36], “reflect and provide solutions” [36], and “encouraged to seek” [37]. Praise features 

can be seen in articles giving positive feedback to participants as “on-screen visual and audio 

positive feedback” [38], “feedback for achievement of their goals” [39], “feedback was designed 

to provide general encouragement” [40], and “tailored interactive text encouragements” [41]. 

System 

Among the System attributes for persuasion support, Trustworthiness (31) and Expertise (29) 

were most frequently discussed in the corpus. Authority (7), Verifiability (6), and Endorsements 

(5) were infrequently mentioned. Surface Credibility (0) and Real-World Feel (0) were not 

mentioned at all. 
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The articles reviewed describe trustworthiness, expertise, and endorsement features as 

“supported by research findings and trusted organizations” [34], “appropriate clinically 

endorsed” [42], “related links” [43], “the behavior-health link” [44], “provided with information 

on the specific benefits of physical activity (e.g. World Health Organization)” [34], “developed 

with expert advice, were able to email the exercise specialist questions concerning their 

program”, and “physical activity compared to American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) 

recommendations” [35]. 

Social 

Overall, Social attributes for persuasion support were not discussed as frequently as the Task, 

Dialog, and System attributes. The most commonly mentioned attribute was Comparison (12). It 

was followed by Influence (9), Facilitation (8), Learning (8), and Cooperation (6). Recognition 

(1) and Competition (1) were the least frequent. 

Normative influence, social learning, and facilitation are most cited features in social support 

category in the corpus. Those features were presented in articles as “provide peer support” [45], 

“share their experiences” [46], “success stories” [43], “a message board to share their 

experiences” [46] , “enroll a supportive ‘buddy’” [47], and “social support among their friends” 

[48].  

Action 

The objective of PSS reviewed here is “health behavior change.” Hence, it is not surprising that 

the dominant Action is Change (22). Interestingly, there is also significant attention paid to 

Reinforce (12) and Modify (10). Change appears to be considered as part of the continuum of 

reinforcement-modification-change, rather than as one of the dichotomous states of change/no-

change. 
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Examples of Reinforcement for continuation of current physical activity include “tips and 

suggestions will help you” [33], “affirmation through encouragement message,” and “keep doing 

the hard work” [49]. Most studies focused on consumer behavior change towards targeted 

physical activity.  

Focus  

Again, given the objective of PSS on health behavior change, it is not surprising that Behavior 

(32) is the dominant Focus. However, there is also a significant focus on Attitude (13) and 

Knowledge (11). There seems to be the recognition of the need to reinforce/modify/change 

health knowledge/attitude to bring about behavior change—the ultimate objective of PSS. 

Health 

Only a few of the articles explicitly addressed the impact of PSS for health behavior change on 

Quality, Safety, Cost, and Parity of care. Among those that did the dominant focus is on Safety 

(13); Parity (8), Quality (5), and Cost (4) are next, in that order. 

It can be seen that interventions for health behavior change through physical activities aimed to 

improve the health outcome for patients and better health management. Safety of the participants 

have been explicitly mentioned in some articles; for example, these studies excluded seriously ill 

patients or cancer patients and dialysis patients [50]. Diagnostic questionnaires were included 

before the intervention for safety in most studies. 

Internet-based intervention has reached to socially disadvantaged communities [37] where 

counselor is not available; for example, the rural and remote area [49] and medically underserved 

population [51]. Some studies indicated that internet-based intervention would be cost effective 

only if the study involves a large sample size and a health organization [49].  
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Clusters of Elements 

The clusters of ontology elements in the corpus are shown in Figure IV. The clusters are formed 

based on the simple matching coefficient (SMC) between pairs of articles in the corpus [52,53]. 

The SMC is a symmetric measure which is based on the similarity of the ontological elements 

included (coded as ‘1’) and not included (coded as ‘0’) in the articles. The grouping was based 

on the nearest neighbor between the clusters. The clusters in Figure IV clearly highlight groups 

of elements emphasized heavily in the corpus, and groups emphasized lightly or not at all. The 

clusters are discussed in greater detail below. 

Figure IV 

 

 

Three clusters of information system support for health behavior change through physical 

activity can be seen in Figure IV. The primary cluster which encapsulates the dominant theme of 

the corpus can be expressed as: 

Task reduction/tunneling/tailoring/self-monitoring with interactive 

suggestion/reminders, system expertise/trustworthiness to change health 

behavior. 
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The less dominant theme of the corpus is captured in the secondary cluster. It can be stated as: 

Task simulation with interactive praise to reinforce/modify health 

knowledge/attitude to manage safety/parity of care. 

The last, tertiary cluster depicts the non-dominant or absent theme of the corpus. The theme can 

be described as: 

Task personalization/rehearsal with interactive similarity/rewards/liking/support, 

system verifiability/surface credibility/real-word feel/authority/endorsements, 

social recognition/facilitation/cooperation/competition/learning/comparison/ 

influence to manage quality/cost of care. 

Discussion 

Most of the articles in the corpus focus explicitly on Information System Support and 

Persuasion, but not their Health outcome. Further, no Health element is part of the primary 

cluster in Figure IV. This is surprising because the ultimate objective of PSS for health behavior 

change through physical activity is to improve the health of the subjects. Even if the health 

behavior changes through physical activity, the eventual impact on the health of the individuals, 

hence the efficacy of PSS, may remain unclear. As article search is not limited to the clinical trial 

and the outcome studies only, there is a possibility that the proportion of the published articles 

are more on the design perspectives and usability of technology and not on the effectiveness 

studies on health. In other words, that highlights that a lot of applications were developed and 

discussed more on the design perspectives and not many health outcome studies conducted were 

more on whether there is increased in physical activity only but not the actual health outcome. 
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Within Information System Support, the dominant emphasis is on the Task, Dialog, and System 

support. There is relatively less emphasis on Social support. Given the lay discussion on the 

importance of social support, the lack of emphasis on it is surprising. It is envisioned that it could 

be more system providing social support categories in recent year with the emergence of 

widespread use of social media. Reviewed articles also indicated that the system is developed as 

a hybrid system. That is while the task support of tailored messages and reminders features are 

present in the system, face to face communication also was included as part of those study and 

social support in provided through direct communication with the healthcare provider in person 

rather than through the technology. 

Five out of seven Task elements belong to the primary or secondary cluster of Information 

System Support elements, but only three of the seven Dialog elements and two of the seven 

System elements. No element of Social support is part of either cluster. There may be many 

reasons for inclusion/exclusion of these elements from Information System Support. Most of the 

articles focused on the description of the intervention using PSS instead of describing the look 

and feel of PSS in detail. Consequently, two System support features, Surface Credibility and 

Real-World Feel, were not explicitly addressed although the actual systems studied may include 

these features. Similarly, support for personalization of tasks was scarcely mentioned in the 

articles. Personalized feedback information described in some articles were mostly designed for 

tailoring—“providing tailored feedback to user groups” rather than “personalized content and 

services for user” [54]. Rehearsal is another Task support element not well-represented in the 

reviewed articles. One possible use of rehearsal features is in the interactive applications for 

physical activity such as virtual games (for example, WiiU) where users can practice the 

behavior. This indicates that some PSS features may be application-dependent. Similarly, most 
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articles in the corpus are health intervention studies based on randomized controlled-trials. PSS 

identified in these articles focused on Task (Tailoring, Tunneling, Self-monitoring), Dialog 

(Praise, Reminder, Suggestion), and System (Trustworthiness, Expertise) support. Social 

support, on the other hand, was not emphasized as much as other PSS support features. The 

landscape might change in the future studies as more comprehensive applications have been 

developed recently. Some of the studies from the review included the social support as the 

system was part of the system of face to face communication. Including studies in virtual reality 

related physical activity studies would also provide the PSS for virtual reality application but 

these applications were not included in the current study. 

Within Persuasion, there is slightly greater focus on Focus than on Action. All the elements of 

the two dimensions of Persuasion belong to the primary or secondary cluster. There is only a 

difference in emphases but not the exclusion of elements. Persuasion support can be provided to 

users through different media and intervention. Current review indicated that although the 

behavior change could be seen in the primary cluster, knowledge and attitude could be seen in 

the secondary cluster. Proving information to users play an important role in persuasion as if 

users are unaware of the importance of change they would not likely to change their behavior. 

Knowledge attitude behavior model and the information motivation behavior model [55] 

indicated the importance of the information and knowledge. Health belief model [56] also 

indicated that user’s perceived belief and attitude play an important role for health behavior 

change. PSD has identified the design features for information system support and that needs to 

be considered with persuasion action and support as presented in the PSS. Having the 

information and knowledge or education regarding the importance of physical activity will assist 
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consumers towards their target behavior change [57]. Thus, specific knowledge related to the 

needs of physical activity should be presented in the PSS.  

Although the Health dimension is less emphasized, two of its elements—Safety and Parity—are 

part of the secondary cluster. Quality and Cost are excluded from both clusters. It must be noted 

that the coding was based on the information presented explicitly in the articles. Hence, some 

dimensions that may generally be inferred, but not specifically stated, were not coded. For 

instance, one may argue that interventions for health behavior change are inherently intended to 

improve quality and safety of healthcare of users, and PSS is expected to improve personal 

health management by promoting self-management behavior, which may also likely promote 

healthy living and reduce healthcare cost. Nonetheless, if an article did not explicitly indicate 

that quality, cost, safety, or parity was one of the goals of the study, none of these elements was 

coded to reduce the effect of biases based on a coder’s prior experience.  

Thus, the ontological mapping of the corpus reveals a few frequently-trod pathways to the use of 

PSS for health behavior change through physical activity, but not necessarily to improved health. 

The mapping also reveals many potential untrod pathways to the realization of the same 

outcome. Some of the latter pathways may be infeasible; but many may be innovative and help 

improve the effectiveness of PSS. The ontological review is based on clinical trial studies and 

most studies examined at a limited time period. Long term motivation for life style changes 

would need to include those features in primary cluster and secondary cluster as well as features 

from social support such as social learning, social comparison, social influence etc. It could be 

seen that ontological review in the behavior change of physical activity studies target to include a 

few features in PSS. Having an ontology of PSS for behavior change could be the basis for future 
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development, assisting system designers and professionals to design a health behavior change 

support system. 

Conclusion 

Persuasive system support (PSS) for health behavior change through physical activity is an 

important, growing research domain. It needs a systemic framework to map and assess the extant 

research systematically, and to guide future research. Oinas-Kukkonen, Harjumaa [54] provide 

the starting point for such a framework in their synthesis of key issues, process models, and 

system features in persuasive systems design. We draw upon their framework, combine it with 

underlying dimensions of persuasion, and the commonly sought healthcare outcomes to develop 

and ontology of PSS for heath behavior change. In this paper, we apply the framework to study 

such change through physical activity. 

We obtained 38 articles in the domain through an exhaustive search and selection process. The 

ontological map of these articles highlights the areas of heavy, light, and no emphasis in the 

domain.  

The potential of the domain, as expressed in the ontology, has not been exploited systematically 

by the research in the domain. There is relatively little explicit attention in the research to the 

healthcare outcomes in terms of quality, safety, cost, and parity. Behavior change by itself may 

have little value in the overall context of healthcare unless it can be shown to affect the primary 

outcomes sought through such care. The paucity of research neither affirms nor denies the 

ultimate effect on healthcare—it highlights the need to study these effects explicitly. 

Persuasion focused on reinforcement and modification of knowledge and attitude is given 

relatively less attention compared to research on change of behavior. Reinforcement and 
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modification complement change. By the same token, persuasion of people about their 

knowledge and attitude complements, usually precedes, persuasion regarding behavior. 

Managing these complementarities will play an important role in the effectiveness of PSS.  

Last, there are many task-, interactive dialog-, system-, and social support-based methods that 

have not been explored intensively. Further, among the four types of task-support has been 

explored most intensively and social-support least intensively. All types of support need to be 

explored systematically to improve the effectiveness of PSS. 

Thus, the ontological review of PSS for health behavior change through physical activity paints 

the portrait of a domain whose research is rich but can be enriched in many ways. First, it can be 

enriched by linking it to specific healthcare outcomes. Second, it can be enriched by exploring 

the less-explored and unexplored methods of support and persuasion. Third, and last, by 

approaching the problem systemically using the ontology. 
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Appendix A: Glossary 

Information System Support: Support provided by persuasive support systems 

Task: 

Reduction: Reduce effort users expend when performing target behavior 

Tunneling: Guide users in attitude change by providing means for action that brings 

them closer to target behavior 

Tailoring: Provide tailored info for user groups 

Personalization: Offer personalized content and services for users 

Self-monitoring: Provide means for users to track their performance or status 

Simulation: Provide means for observing link between cause & effect with regard to 

users' behavior 

Rehearsal: Provide means for rehearsing target behavior 

Dialog: 

Suggestion: Suggest users carry out behaviors while using the system 

Similarity: Imitate its users in some specific way 

Praise: Use praise via words, images, symbols, sounds to provide user feedback based 

on behaviors 

Rewards: Provide virtual rewards for users to give credit for performing target behavior 

Liking: Have a look & feel that appeals to users 

Reminders: Remind users of their target behavior while using the system 

Support: Adopt a social role 

System: 

Expertise: Provide info showing knowledge, experience & competence 

Verifiability: Provide means to verify accuracy of site content via outside sources 

Surface Credibility: Have competent look & feel 

Real-World Feel: Provide info of the organization/actual people behind it content & 

services 

Trustworthiness: Provide info that is truthful, fair & unbiased 

Authority: Refer to people in the role of authority 

Endorsements: Provide endorsements from respected sources 

Social: 

Recognition: Provide public recognition for users who perform their target behavior 

Facilitation: Provide means for discerning others who are performing the behavior 

Cooperation: Provide means for co-operation 

Competition: Provide means for competing with others 

Learning: Provide means to observe others performing their target behaviors to see 

outcome of their behavior 

Comparison: Provide means for comparing performance with the performance of others 

Influence: Provide means for gathering people who have same goal & make them feel 

norms 

Persuasion: Persuade the user 

Action: Persuasive action of the system 

Reinforce: Reinforce the object of persuasion 

Modify: Modify the object of persuasion 

Change: Change the object of persuasion 
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Focus: Focus of the persuasion 

Knowledge: Knowledge of the user 

Attitude: Attitude of the user 

Behavior: Behavior of the user 

Health: Outcomes of healthcare of users 

Quality: Quality of healthcare of users 

Safety: Safety of healthcare of users 

Cost: Cost of healthcare of users 

Parity: Parity of healthcare of users 
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